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Microsoft Excel 2002 Formulas (With CD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Excel 2002 Formulas Unleash the Power of Excel Formulas Now revised to cover the new features of Excel 2002 and expanded with two all-new chapters on financial formulas, this one-of-a-kind reference delivers all the tips and techniques you need to maximize one of the most powerful spreadsheet tools: formulas. With clear explanations of operators,...
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PowerPivot for Business Intelligence Using Excel and SharePointApress, 2011

	PowerPivot comprises a set of technologies for easy access to data mining and business intelligence analysis from Microsoft Excel and SharePoint. Power users and developers alike can create sophisticated, online analytic processing (OLAP) solutions using PowerPivot for Excel, and then share those solutions with other users via PowerPivot for...
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Financial Planning using Excel: Forecasting, Planning and Budgeting Techniques (CIMA Exam Support Books)CIMA Publishing, 2005

	The objective of this book is to help financial planners improve
	their spreadsheet skills by providing a structured approach to
	developing spreadsheets for forecasting, financial planning and
	budgeting.


	The book assumes that the reader is familiar with the basic operation
	of Excel and is not intended for beginners.
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John Walkenbach's Favorite Excel 2010 Tips and TricksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Build robust Excel 2010 apps quickly and efficiently


	Known as "Mr. Spreadsheet," John Walkenbach's name is synonymous with excellence in computer books that explain the complexities of various topics. With this collection of favorite Excel tips and tricks, you get a unique look at ways to make Excel 2010 more...
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Excel 2010 Made SimpleApress, 2011

	Get the most out of Excel 2010 with Excel 2010 Made Simple—learn the key features, understand what’s new, and utilize dozens of time-saving tips and tricks to get your job done. Over 500 screen visuals and clear-cut instructions guide you through the features of Excel 2010, from formulas and charts to navigating around a...
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Automate the Boring Stuff with Python: Practical Programming for Total BeginnersNo Starch Press, 2015

	If you’ve ever spent hours renaming files or updating hundreds of spreadsheet cells, you know how tedious tasks like these can be. But what if you could have your computer do them for you?

	

	In Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, you’ll learn how to use Python to write programs that do in minutes what...
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Excel Data Analysis For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Harness the power of Excel to discover what your numbers are hiding


	Excel Data Analysis For Dummies, 2nd Edition is the ultimate guide to getting the most out of your data. Veteran Dummies author Stephen L. Nelson guides you through the basic and not-so-basic features of Excel to help you discover...
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Office 2013 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Office 2013 For Dummies is the key to your brand newOffice!


	Packed with straightforward, friendly instruction, this updateto one of the bestselling Office books of all time gets youthoroughly up to speed and helps you learn how to take fulladvantage of the new features in Office 2013. After coverage of...
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Microsoft Excel VBA Professional ProjectsCourse Technology PTR, 2003
The title illustrates and teaches intermediate to advanced techniques in VBA programming using Microsoft Excel, and provides an introduction to VBA and Excel VBA before proceeding through four or five programming projects using Excel.

Microsoft Excel VBA Professional Projects illustrates and teaches intermediate to advanced...
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OpenOffice.org for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Start using this free and easy productivity suite today
Draft and print documents, design cool presentations, create detailed spreadsheets, and more     

Ready to leave your other Office? Open this friendly guide and find out how OpenOffice.org opens up your options! You can collect your thoughts in Writer documents, crunch numbers with...
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Excel Best Practices for Business: Covers Excel 2003, 2002, and 2000For Dummies, 2003
Everything you need to know about    

	Implementing the new XML features in Spreadsheet Portals and Web Services
	Auditing spreadsheets provided by third parties
	Making spreadsheets accessible to individuals with disabilities
	Performing spreadsheet makeovers
	Constructing...
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Management Science: The Art of Modeling with SpreadsheetsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This is a book for business analysts about modeling. A model is a simplified
	representation of a situation or problem, and modeling is the process of building,
	refining, and analyzing that representation for greater insight and improved decision
	making. Some models are so common that they are thought of as routine instruments
	rather...
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